
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize 
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by  
visiting IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit  
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

HEMNES bathroom furniture helps you keep your bathroom clutter 
free, even if it’s small. The series includes a sink cabinet with large 
drawers you can use to hide away small things. A wall cabinet with 
shallow shelves that make it easy to quickly find what you need. High 
cabinets, open or with a mirrored door, for larger things like towels and 
boxes. The cabinets have adjustable feet, so they’re stable and stay dry.

BUYING GUIDE

SAFETY
Secure It! Prevent tip-over 
injury. Furniture with included 
restraints must be secured to  
the wall according to the  
assembly instructions.   

Different wall materials require 
different types of hardware.  
Use hardware (sold separately)  
suitable for the walls in  
your home.

CARE AND CLEANING 
Wipe furniture clean with a 
cloth damped in water or a  
nonabrasive detergent, then 
wipe dry with a clean cloth. 

The sink and faucet should 
be wiped clean with a cloth 
damped in water or a  
nonabrasive detergent.

Sinks in ceramic are resistant to 
most chemicals, except for strong 
acids and strong alkalis.

Sinks made of crushed marble 
should not come in contact  
with ammonia, acids, strong 
detergents, hair dye or chlorine.

HEMNES
Bathroom furniture



HOW TO BUILD
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1. Start planning your bathroom by thinking about the  
wall space you have available for a cabinet and sink, since 
this is the center of most bathroom activities. The HEMNES 
series includes cabinets of different sizes and storage 
capacities.

You can choose between open and regular sink cabinets 
depending on your storage needs and preferences in your 
bathroom.

After you have decided on the size of the cabinet, you can 
choose between white or gray finishes.

The drawers in HEMNES cabinet are smooth running and 
pull out fully so you can easily see and reach what’s inside. 
Pull-out stops prevent the drawers from being pulled out 
too far and falling, which is especially practical if you have 
children. 

2. IKEA sinks come in different sizes and materials. You can 
choose a single or double sink, depending on your needs 
and space. The sinks suitable for HEMNES are made in 
ceramic.

Ceramic sinks have a glazed finish and are easy to clean. 
They have excellent scratch resistance and are very durable.

If you choose HEMNES open sink cabinets, combine it with 
TÖRNVIKEN countertop sink for the best functionality and 
looks. 

All sinks come with a water trap and strainer. 

3. You can find a wide selection of sink faucets at IKEA. Choose 
your faucet based on function and design. All faucets come 
with a strainer kit. All faucets at IKEA have a water-saving 
device that uses 50% less water but ensures that the water 
flow feels the same. 

Most of our faucets have a special function — a cold water 
start that helps you save energy. Usually, you turn on an  
ordinary faucet by lifting the lever straight up, which  
releases both cold and hot water. But often, the hot water 
does not reach the entire way out and stops in the pipes. 
When you lift the lever straight up on a faucet with a cold 
water start function, only cold water is released, which  
reduces any waste of hot water. To release the hot water,  
you lift the lever to the left.

4. Now it’s time for you to choose what to put above and 
around your sink: mirror cabinet, high cabinet with  
mirror door, shelving unit, bench. The combination of 
possibilities are endless. Make your choice based on your 
bathroom storage needs and space.

5. Finally, you can complete your bathroom furniture with 
accessories from BALUNGEN and VOXNAN series. They’re 
designed to match HEMNES so the look in your bathroom 
will be totally coordinated in color and style.

Bathroom online planning
Put your creativity to work! Our easy to use bathroom planner 
helps you make your dream come true for you and your family. 
You can try out your ideas to find the best combination of 
furniture that fits your space and suits your needs. You can test 
different colors and styles to get the look you love. You can also 
see examples of bathrooms we have created to help you with 
inspiration. 

The planner tells you how much your dream will cost. It creates a 
list of the products you need, so you don’t forget anything at the 
store. It also checks if they are available before you go. The  
planner even helps you buy your products directly online.

Start planning today at IKEA-USA.com/bathroomplanner
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HEMNES ALL PARTS AND PRICES
Handles are included. Width×Depth×Height.
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HEMNES Sink cabinet 23⅝×18½×32⅝".

White 502.176.67 $149

Gray 403.487.63 $149

HEMNES Sink cabinet 31½×18½×32⅝".

White 202.176.64 $179

Gray 103.487.88 $179

HEMNES Sink cabinet 39⅜×18½×32⅝".

White 902.176.65 $219

Gray 603.487.95 $219

HEMNES Sink cabinet 47¼×18½×32⅝".

White 202.936.67 $329

Gray 403.489.80 $329

HEMNES Sink cabinet 55⅛×18½×32⅝".

White 602.936.70 $359

Gray 803.489.83 $359

HEMNES Open sink cabinet with one drawer 
32¼×18⅞×29⅞".

White 303.966.98 $219

Gray 004.294.12 $219

HEMNES Open sink cabinet with two drawers 
32¼×18⅞×29⅞".

White 304.971.69 $199

Gray 104.971.70 $199

HEMNES Open sink cabinet with two drawers 
40⅛×18⅞×29⅞".

White 504.971.68 $229

Gray 704.971.72 $229

HEMNES Open sink cabinet with four drawers 
48×18⅞×29⅞".

White 904.971.71 $349

Gray 704.971.67 $349

HEMNES Mirror cabinet 24¾×6¼×38⅝".

White 702.176.71 $129

Gray 603.489.84 $129

HEMNES Mirror cabinet 32⅝×6¼×38⅝".

White 402.176.77 $179

Gray 103.489.91 $179

HEMNES Mirror cabinet 40½×6¼×38⅝".

White 802.176.75 $209

Gray 903.489.87 $209

HEMNES Mirror cabinet 47¼×6¼×38⅝".

White 002.987.41 $229

Gray 203.489.95 $229

HEMNES Mirror cabinet 55⅛×6¼×38⅝".

White 602.987.43 $279

Gray 003.489.96 $279

HEMNES Corner cabinet 20½×14⅝×78⅜".

White 604.184.01 $179

HEMNES High cabinet with mirror door 19¼×12¼×78¾".

White 702.176.85 $229

Gray 403.489.99 $229

HEMNES High cabinet with glass door 16½×15×51⅝".

White 203.966.46 $149

Gray 704.294.23 $149

HEMNES Shelving unit 16½×14⅝×67¾".

White 302.176.54 $99

Gray 203.490.04 $99

HEMNES Bench 32⅝×14⅝×20⅞".

White 502.236.25 $69.99

Gray 703.490.11 $69.99

HEMNES Storage bench with towel rail and 
four hooks 25¼×14⅝×68⅛".

White 303.966.55 $129

Gray 504.294.24 $129

HEMNES Wall shelf 16½×3⅞×46½".

White 003.966.47 $79

Gray 204.294.25 $79

HEMNES Bathroom shelf unit  29⅛×9⅞×78".

White 904.004.47 $159

Black-brown 704.004.48 $159



FAUCETS
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All IKEA bathroom faucets include a free 10-year limited warranty. See IKEA-USA.com/
warranty for details. 

SALJEN Bath faucet

ABS plastic, black 204.003.23 $14.99

PILKÅN Bath faucet with strainer

Chrome-plated brass 804.003.39 $40

ENSEN Faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 202.813.82 $50

RUNSKÄR Faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 802.621.25 $70
Brass-color 704.957.38 $70

 

DALSKÄR Faucet with sink strainer

Stainless steel-color 602.813.04 $60
Chrome-plated brass 202.812.97 $60

 

SVENSKÄR Faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 902.994.25 $80

LUNDSKÄR Faucet with sink strainer
Chrome-plated brass 102.400.28 $90
Black 404.676.33 $90

BROGRUND Faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 503.430.86 $70

BROGRUND Tall faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 003.430.98 $80

BROGRUND Faucet with sensor

Chrome-plated brass 804.233.50 $150

HAMNSKÄR Faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 803.430.80 $100

Black 003.472.18 $100

VOXNAN Faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 303.430.92 $80

VOXNAN Tall faucet with sink strainer

Chrome-plated brass 603.430.62 $90

RÄTTVIKEN Sink Strainer and water trap included. 
Porcelain. White

24⅜×19¼×2⅜". 202.236.98 $100

32¼×19¼×2⅜". 402.237.01 $120

40⅛×19¼×2⅜". 802.236.95 $140

KATTEVIK Countertop sink Crushed marble. White

Ø15¾" 703.589.44 $120

TÖRNVIKEN Countertop sink Strainer and water trap 
included. Ceramic. White

Ø17¾, H5½" 302.915.16 $80

ODENSVIK Sink Strainer and water trap included. Ceramic. 
White

Single

24¾×19¼×2⅜". 801.955.55 $90

32⅝×19¼×2⅜". 701.808.04 $110

40½×19¼×2⅜". 401.939.40 $120

48⅜×19¼×2⅜". 601.939.44 $140

Double

40½×19¼×2⅜". 301.483.21 $140

48⅜×19¼×2⅜". 001.483.27 $170

56¼×19¼×2⅜". 801.483.28 $200

SINKS
All IKEA bathroom sinks include a free 10-year limited warranty. Width×Depth×Height.

See IKEA-USA.com/
warranty for details. 



ACCESSORIES
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NORDRANA Hanging storage Clear lacquered 
bamboo. Polypropylene. Imported. 13¾×35½". 

Blue 004.206.47 $22.99

BALUNGEN Towel rail Stainless steel and  
chrome-plated zinc.

L27". 602.914.97 $14.99

BALUNGEN Toilet paper holder Stainless steel and  
chrome-plated zinc.

H24". 302.915.02 $14.99

BOLMEN Step stool Polypropylene and synthetic 
rubber. Anti-slip protection on top. Max load 220 lbs. 
17⅜×13¾×9⅞".

White 904.846.73 $6.99

VOXNAN Towel hanger Chrome-plated zinc and  
stainless steel. 

D1½×H6¼". 403.289.82 $7.99

VOXNAN Towel holder Chrome-plated zinc and  
stainless steel. 

W1¼×H6¼". 204.345.49 $16.99

VOXNAN Towel rail Chrome-plated zinc and  
stainless steel.

L26½". 603.285.99 $12.99

VOXNAN Wall shelf with towel rail Chrome-plated zinc 
and stainless steel.

W26⅝×D11×H3⅜". 103.285.87 $19.99

VOXNAN Soap dispenser Glass and stainless steel.

12 oz. H6¼" 203.289.78 $6.99

VOXNAN Tumbler Glass.

14 oz. H4". 303.285.91 $5.99

BALUNGEN Double hook Chrome-plated zinc.

H3". 103.085.89 $7.99

BALUNGEN Hooks Chrome-plated zinc. 

H3". 702.930.28 $9.99/2pk

BALUNGEN Towel holder Stainless steel and  
chrome-plated zinc.

Ø9¼". 302.930.30 $12.99

NORDRANA Baskets Polypropylene. Imported. Includes 
1pc Ø5½, H5½" and 1pc Ø6⅔, H6⅔".

Blue 704.206.44
$9.99/

set of 2

BALUNGEN Soap dispenser Glass and chrome-plated zinc.

H7". 902.915.04 $12.99

BALUNGEN Tumbler Glass and chrome-plated zinc.

14 oz. 402.915.06 $9.99

LILLASJÖN Knobs Solid birch and aluminum.

504.779.62 $3.99/2pk

LILLASJÖN Toilet paper holder Powder-coated steel. This 
toilet paper holder has a clever shelf and harmonizes with 
other accessories in the same series

W6¼×D5½×H3½" 004.566.41 $6.99

LILLASJÖN Wall shelf with five hooks Powder-coated 
steel. Max load 22 lbs.

W15¾×D5" 504.780.23 $7.99

TVÅLSJÖN 3-piece bathroom set Stoneware. Includes 
soap dispenser, toothbrush holder and tray.

804.566.37 $12.99

TVÅLSJÖN Toilet brush Stoneware.
Ø3¾, H15" 104.779.59 $5.99



ACCESSORIES

Ceiling, wall and cabinet lighting

SVALLIS LED ceiling lamp Built-in LED. Gives a diffused 
light; good for spreading light into larger areas of a 
bathroom. Can be dimmed if used with a wall dimmer. 15".

White 003.570.85 $49.99

SVALLIS LED wall lamp Built-in LED. As the lamp can be 
dimmed, you are able to choose lighting suitable for every 
occasion. Can be dimmed if used with a wall dimmer. 6".
White 803.276.26 $29.99

SVALLIS LED wall lamp with swing arm Built-in LED. Can be 
installed alone or in pairs to provide an even, good light. The 
adjustable arm helps you direct the light. Ø6”.

White 803.570.86 $39.99

FRIHULT Ceiling lamp The glass shade provides balanced 
general lighting throughout the room. Light bulb sold 
separately. IKEA recommends LED bulb E14 chandelier opal 
white. Ø5⅞, H9⅞".

Black 804.316.56 $24.99
Stainless steel-color 304.316.49 $24.99
Brass-color 204.316.64 $24.99

FRIHULT Ceiling/wall lamp The glass shade provides 
balanced general lighting throughout the room. Light bulb 
sold separately. IKEA recommends LED bulb E14 chandelier 
opal white. Ø6¼, H7½".

Black 104.316.07 $19.99
Stainless steel-color 704.316.14 $19.99
Brass-color 204.316.21 $19.99

FRIHULT Wall lamp A versatile lamp that can be mounted 
facing upwards or downwards, on its own above the 
mirror or as a pair with one on each side. Light bulb sold 
separately. IKEA recommends LED bulb E14 chandelier opal 
white. Ø5½, H11".

Black 804.316.42 $29.99
Stainless steel-color 704.316.28 $29.99
Brass-color 204.316.35 $29.99

Smart lighting

GUNNARP LED ceiling/wall lamp Built-in LED. TRÅDFRI 
remote control is sold separately. You need the TRÅDFRI 
remote control in order to be able to dim your lighting.  
Not suitable for use with wired dimmers. 16".

Dimmable/white spectrum 304.368.16 $99

TRÅDFRI Remote control With TRÅDFRI remote control you 
can dim your lighting without a wired-in installation.

3" 004.431.30 $15.99

TRÅDFRI Gateway With TRÅDFRI gateway and IKEA Home 
smart app you can control each light source individually, 
create different types of lighting settings - and control them 
by remote control or the app. You can turn off, turn on, dim, 
choose colors and change from warm to cool light.

003.378.13 $35

Drawer lighting

STÖTTA LED cabinet lighting strip with sensor  
Built-in LED. The light switches on and off automatically 
when you open or close the drawer so no energy is wasted. 
Requires 4-AA batteries (2-AA for 13"), sold separately.  
IKEA recommends LADDA rechargeable batteries.

13" 103.600.87 $8.99
20" 503.600.90 $12.99
28" 903.600.93 $14.99
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IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you  
would like some help, we can offer a range of services. Delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider.
Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

SERVICES

DELIVERY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and 
packaged so that you can take them 
home yourself. If you prefer, we can 
arrange for delivery of your purchases 
directly to your home or business. 
Same day, next day or same week 
deliveries are available. We can also 
arrange for delivery at a later date if 
you would like.

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.

IKEA Projekt credit card

Your dream home is now within reach.  
With the special financing options on our  
IKEA Projekt credit card*, you don’t have to 
put off loving every room in your home.

*Subject to credit approval.
IKEA Projekt Credit Card Accounts  
are issued by Comenity Capital Bank.

To learn more visit IKEA-USA.com/creditcard  
or drop by your local store.

IKEA Home Planner
Create your HEMNES bathroom from the ground 
up in a 3D environment where you will get a price 
for every unit and for the complete bathroom. You 
can print out drawings and product lists at home or 
save them. At your local IKEA store, you can discuss 
your design with one of our bathroom experts 
for further advice and support. Learn more at 
IKEA-USA.com/bathroomplanner
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